Convicted murderer dies in crash

An elderly Hamilton man was running in front of the mower as he was hit by a car on Wednesday.

Norman Clement, 93, was killed after being run over by a car on Wednesday.

A woman who identified herself as Clement’s brother said yesterday he believes Clement had a heart attack while driving. Clement was on his way back from Walmart, where he sold cattle regularly since 2001. He was taken to hospital where he was pronounced dead. The 50-year-old driver also sustained serious injuries and was taken to hospital.

Clement made his living after being convicted in 1975 of first-degree murder of 10-year-old Patti Follis, who was beaten and strangled to death in the trunk of a car. He was paroled in 2001.

His brother said yesterday the matter shouldn’t be looked at because Clement’s innocence was reconsidered in 2001. In 2001, Clement was charged with severely assaulting a young girl, but those charges were dropped because there were no reasonable prospects of a conviction.
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MP demands envoy for jailed man

OTTAWA — A Hamilton MP has called for a special diplomatic envoy to deal with the imprisonment of a Burlington man in a Chinese jail.

The founder of the Great Glasses chain says his stores are complying with two court orders.

Bruce Bergez, a Dundas optician, said Great Glasses stores are in full compliance.

To raise money for the Salvation Army.

Yes, says the boss. No, says College of Opticians of Ontario.

The College of Opticians of Ontario is expected to file a report with its municipality over the next few months.
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Is Great Glasses obeying the law?

Yes, says the boss. No, says College of Opticians of Ontario.
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Faster, Santa, it’s almost Christmas

SOME people just go, go, go.

Christmas can really get us on the

TODAY is the Hamilton Spectator.

JUNIOR NICHOL

IT’S time to hit the stores.

Christmas doesn’t escape its role.

orce and one Uncle Stan.
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